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Taking the Fight South
Chronicle of a Jew's Battle for Civil Rights in Mississippi
Howard Ball

Summary
In Taking the Fight South, distinguished historian Howard Ball focuses on the six years (1976–1982) when he
and his Jewish family lived in Starkville, Mississippi, where he had a tenured position in the political science
department at Mississippi State University. For Ball, his wife Carol, and their three young daughters, their move
to Mississippi from the Bronx, made against the advice of friends and colleagues in New York, represented a
leap of faith, ultimately illustrating their deep commitment toward racial justice.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268109165
Pub Date: 2/1/21
$32.00 USD
Hardcover
280 Pages
Political Science / Civil
Rights

Ball, with breathtaking historical authority, narrates the experience of his family as Jewish outsiders in
Mississippi, an unfamiliar and dangerous landscape where people were contending with the aftermath of the
civil rights struggle. Signs and natives greeted them with a humiliating and frightening message: “No Jews,
Negroes, etc., or dogs welcome.” From refereeing football games, coaching soccer, and helping young Black
girls integrate the segregated Girl Scout troops in Starkville to receiving life-threatening calls from the KKK in
the middle of the night, Ball takes the reader to a precarious time and place in the history of the South. He was
briefly an observer but quickly became an activist, confronting white racists and fighting to create a more
diverse, equitable, and just society.
Ball’s story is one of an imitable advocate who didn’t just observe as a passive spectator but actively
interrupted injustice. Taking the Fight South will join the list of required books to read on the history of racism
in the United States and speaks to contemporary initiatives like the Black Lives Matter movement. The book will
also appeal to readers interested in Judaism because of its depiction of anti-Semitism directed toward
Starkville’s Jewish community, struggling to survive in the heart of the deep and very fundamentalist Protestant
South.

Contributor Bio

Howard Ball is professor emeritus of political science at the University of Vermont. He specializes in civil
liberties, civil rights, constitutional law, and American government.

Liturgy and Biblical Interpretation
The Sanctus and the Qedushah
Sebastian Selvén

Summary
What happens to the Bible when it is used in worship? What does music, choreography, the stringing together
of texts, and the architectural setting itself, do to our sense of what the Bible means—and how does that
influence our reading of it outside of worship? In Liturgy and Biblical Interpretation, Sebastian Selvén answers
questions concerning how the Hebrew Bible is used in Jewish and Christian liturgical traditions and the impact
this then has on biblical studies. This work addresses the neglect of liturgy and ritual in reception studies and
makes the case that liturgy is one of the major influential forms of biblical reception. The case text is Isaiah 6:3
and its journey through the history of worship.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200015
Pub Date: 1/15/21
$70.00 USD
Hardcover
244 Pages
Religion / Biblical Studies
Series: Reading the
Scriptures

By looking at the Qedushah liturgies in Ashkenazi Judaism and the Sanctus in three church traditions
—(pre-1969) Roman Catholicism, Anglicanism (the Church of England), and Lutheranism (Martin Luther, and
the Church of Sweden)—influential lines of reception are followed through history. Because the focus is on lived
liturgy, not only are worship manuals and prayer books investigated but also architecture, music, and
choreography. With an eye to modern-day uses, Selvén traces the historical developments of liturgical
traditions. To do this, he has used methodological frameworks from the realm of anthropology. Liturgy, this
study argues, plays a significant role in how scholars, clergy, and lay people receive the Bible, and how we
understand the way it is to be read and sometimes even edited.
Liturgy and Biblical Interpretation will interest scholars of the Bible, liturgy, and church history, as well as
Jewish and Christian clergy.

Contributor Bio
Sebastian Selvén received his doctorate in divinity from the University of Cambridge and is an independent
researcher in biblical studies.
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Jesuit Kaddish
Jesuits, Jews, and Holocaust Remembrance
James Bernauer, S.J.

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107017
Pub Date: 3/30/20
$55.00 USD
Hardcover
220 Pages
History / Holocaust

While much has been written about the Catholic Church and the Holocaust, little has been published about the
hostile role of priests, in particular Jesuits, toward Jews and Judaism. Jesuit Kaddish is a long overdue study
that examines Jesuit hostility toward Judaism before the Shoah and the development of a new understanding of
the Catholic Church’s relation to Judaism that culminated with Vatican II’s landmark decree Nostra aetate.
James Bernauer undertakes a self-examination as a member of the Jesuit order and writes this story in the
hopes that it will contribute to interreligious reconciliation. Jesuit Kaddish demonstrates the way Jesuit hostility
operated, examining Jesuit moral theology’s dualistic approach to sexuality and, in the case of Nazi Germany,
the articulation of an unholy alliance between a sexualizing and a Judaizing of German culture. Bernauer then
identifies an influential group of Jesuits whose thought and action contributed to the developments in Catholic
teaching about Judaism that eventually led to the watershed moment of Nostra aetate. This book concludes
with a proposed statement of repentance from the Jesuits and an appendix presenting the fifteen Jesuits who
have been honored as “Righteous Among the Nations” by Israel’s Yad Vashem Holocaust Center. Jesuit Kaddish
offers a crucial contribution to the fields of Catholicism and Nazism, Catholic-Jewish relations, Jesuit history,
and the history of anti-Semitism in Europe.

Contributor Bio
James Bernauer, SJ, is the Kraft Family Professor of Philosophy and director of the Center for Christian-Jewish
Learning at Boston College. He is the author, editor, and co-editor of a number of books, including "The Tragic
Couple": Encounters Between Jews and Jesuits.

Head of the Mossad
In Pursuit of a Safe and Secure Israel
Shabtai Shavit

Summary
Shabtai Shavit, director of the Mossad from 1989 to 1996, is one of the most influential leaders to shape the
recent history of the State of Israel. In this exciting and engaging book, Shavit combines memoir with sober
reflection to reveal what happened during the seven years he led what is widely recognized today as one of the
most powerful and proficient intelligence agencies in the world. Shavit provides an inside account of his
intelligence and geostrategic philosophy, the operations he directed, and anecdotes about his family,
colleagues, and time spent in, among other places, the United States as a graduate student and at the CIA.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108335
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$29.00 USD
Hardcover
434 Pages
Political Science /
Intelligence & Espionage

Shavit’s tenure occurred during many crucial junctures in the history of the Middle East, including the collapse
of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War era; the first Gulf War and Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir’s
navigation of the state and the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) during the conflict; the peace agreement with
Jordan, in which the Mossad played a central role; and the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. Shavit
offers a broad sweep of the integral importance of intelligence in these historical settings and reflects on the
role that intelligence can and should play in Israel's future against Islamist terrorism and Iran’s eschatological
vision.
Head of the Mossad is a compelling guide to the reach of and limits facing intelligence practitioners, government
officials, and activists throughout Israel and the Middle East. This is an essential book for everyone who cares
for Israel’s security and future, and everyone who is interested in intelligence gathering and covert action.

Contributor Bio
Shabtai Shavit has over fifty years of experience in international security and counterterrorism and is an
internationally recognized authority in the field. He served in the Mossad, Israel’s prestigious intelligence
agency, for thirty-two years, eventually rising to the position of director. Previously, he served in the IDF, the
Israeli Defense Forces, retiring after a distinguished service in “Sayeret Matkal,” Israel’s elite special forces and
SWAT unit.
University of Notre Dame Press Jewish Studies 2021 Catalog
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Creating Conversos
The Carvajal–Santa María Family in Early Modern Spain
Roger Louis Martínez-Dávila

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103217
Pub Date: 4/30/18
$55.00 USD
Hardcover
372 Pages
History / Latin America

In Creating Conversos, Roger Louis Martínez-Dávila skillfully unravels the complex story of Jews who converted
to Catholicism in Spain between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, migrated to colonial Mexico and Bolivia
during the conquest of the Americas, and assumed prominent church and government positions. Rather than
acting as alienated and marginalized subjects, the conversos were able to craft new identities and strategies
not just for survival but for prospering in the most adverse circumstances. Martínez-Dávila provides an
extensive, elaborately detailed case study of the Carvajal–Santa María clan from its beginnings in late
fourteenth-century Castile. By tracing the family ties and intermarriages of the Jewish rabbinic ha-Levi lineage
of Burgos, Spain (which became the converso Santa María clan) with the Old Christian Carvajal line of
Plasencia, Spain, Martínez-Dávila demonstrates the family's changing identity, and how the monolithic notions
of ethnic and religious disposition were broken down by the group and negotiated anew as they transformed
themselves from marginal into mainstream characters at the center of the economies of power in the world
they inhabited. They succeeded in rising to the pinnacles of power within the church hierarchy in Spain, even to
the point of contesting the succession to the papacy and overseeing the Inquisitorial investigation and
execution of extended family members, including Luis de Carvajal "The Younger" and most of his immediate
family during the 1590s in Mexico City. Martinez-Dávila offers a rich panorama of the many forces that shaped
the emergence of modern Spain, including tax policies, rivalries among the nobility, and ecclesiastical politics.
The extensive genealogical research enriches the historical reconstruction, filling in gaps and illuminating
contradictions in standard contemporary narratives. His text is strengthened by many family trees that assist
the reader as the threads of political and social relationships are carefully disentangled.

Contributor Bio
Roger Louis Martínez-Dávila is associate professor of history at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs,
and UC3M CONEX-Marie Curie Fellow at the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid.

The Holocaust and Catholic Conscience
Cardinal Aloisius Muench and the Guilt Question in Germany
Suzanne Brown-Fleming

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268021863
Pub Date: 3/15/16
$100.00 USD
Hardcover
256 Pages
History / Holocaust

American-born Cardinal Aloisius Muench (1889-1962) was a key figure in German and German-American
Catholic responses to the Holocaust, Jews, and Judaism between 1946 and 1959. He was arguably the most
powerful American Catholic figure and an influential Vatican representative in occupied Germany and in West
Germany after the war. In this carefully researched book, which draws on Muench’s collected papers, Suzanne
Brown-Fleming offers the first assessment of Muench’s legacy and provides a rare glimpse into his commentary
on Nazism, the Holocaust, and surviving Jews. She argues that Muench legitimized the Catholic Church’s failure
during this period to confront the nature of its own complicity in Nazism’s anti-Jewish ideology. The archival
evidence demonstrates that Muench viewed Jews as harmful in a number of very specific ways. He regarded
German Jews who had immigrated to the United States as "aliens," he believed Jews to be "in control" of
American policy-making in Germany, he feared Jews as "avengers" who wished to harm "victimized" Germans,
and he believed Jews to be excessively involved in leftist activities. Muench’s standing and influence in the
United States, Germany, and the Vatican hierarchies gave sanction to the idea that German Catholics needed
no examination of conscience in regard to the Church's actions (or inactions) during the 1940s and 1950s. This
fascinating story of Muench’s role in German Catholic consideration—and ultimate rejection—of guilt and
responsibility for Nazism in general and the persecution of European Jews in particular will be an important
addition to scholarship on the Holocaust and to church history.

Contributor Bio
Suzanne Brown-Fleming is Senior Program Officer in the University Programs Division of the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum's Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies in Washington, D.C.
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Four Scraps of Bread
Magda Hollander-Lafon, Anthony T. Fuller

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268101237
Pub Date: 8/9/16
$25.00 USD
Paperback
120 Pages
Social Science /
Discrimination

Born in Hungary in 1927, Magda Hollander-Lafon was among the 437,000 Jews deported from Hungary
between May and July 1944. Magda, her mother, and her younger sister survived a three-day deportation to
Auschwitz-Birkenau; there, she was considered fit for work and so spared, while her mother and sister were
sent straight to their deaths. Hollander-Lafon recalls an experience she had in Birkenau: “A dying woman
gestured to me: as she opened her hand to reveal four scraps of moldy bread, she said to me in a barely
audible voice, ‘Take it. You are young. You must live to be a witness to what is happening here. You must tell
people so that this never happens again in the world.’ I took those four scraps of bread and ate them in front of
her. In her look I read both kindness and release. I was very young and did not understand what this act
meant, or the responsibility that it represented.” Years later, the memory of that woman’s act came to the fore,
and Magda Hollander-Lafon could be silent no longer. In her words, she wrote her book not to obey the duty of
remembering but in loyalty to the memory of those women and men who disappeared before her eyes. Her
story is not a simple memoir or chronology of events. Instead, through a series of short chapters, she invites us
to reflect on what she has endured. Often centered on one person or place, the scenes of brutality and horror
she describes are intermixed with reflections of a more meditative cast. Four Scraps of Bread is both historical
and deeply evocative, melancholic, and at times poetic in nature. Following the text is a “Historical Note” with a
chronology of the author's life that complements her kaleidoscopic style. After liberation and a period in transit
camps, she arrived in Belgium, where she remained. Eventually, she chose to be baptized a Christian and
pursued a career as a child psychologist. The author records a journey through extreme suffering and loss that
led to radiant personal growth and a life of meaning.

Contributor Bio
Born in Hungary in 1927, Magda Hollander-Lafon was among the 437,000 Jews deported from Hungary
between May and July 1944.
Anthony T. Fuller has extensive experience translating literature as well as political and current affairs
documents. He founded and was the first president from 2005-2012 of the Princeton, New Jersey, chapter of
the Alliance Française, an international grouping of French-language educational and cultural institutions.

The Burning Bush
Writings on Jews and Judaism
Vladimir Solovyov, Gregory Yuri Glazov

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268029890
Pub Date: 8/21/16
$65.00 USD
Hardcover
456 Pages
Religion / Judaism

Vladimir Solovyov, one of nineteenth-century Russia's greatest Christian philosophers, was renowned as the
leading defender of Jewish civil rights in tsarist Russia in the 1880s. The Burning Bush: Writings on Jews and
Judaism presents an annotated translation of Solovyov's complete oeuvre on the Jewish question, elucidating
his terminology and identifying his references to persons, places, and texts, especially from biblical and rabbinic
writings. Many texts are provided in English translation by Gregory Yuri Glazov for the first time, including
Solovyov's obituary for Joseph Rabinovitch, a pioneer of modern Messianic Judaism, and his letter in the
London Times of 1890 advocating for greater Jewish civil rights in Russia, printed alongside a similar petition by
Cardinal Manning. Glazov's introduction presents a summary of Solovyov's life, explains how the texts in this
collection were chosen, and provides a survey of Russian Jewish history to help the reader understand the
context and evaluate the significance of Solovyov's work. In his extensive commentary in Part II, which draws
on key memoirs from family and friends, Glazov paints a rich portrait of Solovyov's encounters with Jews and
Judaism and of the religious-philosophical ideas that he both brought to and derived from those encounters.
The Burning Bush explains why Jews posthumously accorded Solovyov the accolade of a "righteous gentile,"
and why his ecumenical hopes and struggles to reconcile Judaism and Christianity and persuade secular
authorities to respect conscience and religious freedom still bear prophetic vitality.

Contributor Bio
Vladimir Solovyov, one of nineteenth-century Russia's greatest Christian philosophers, was renowned as the
leading defender of Jewish civil rights in tsarist Russia in the 1880s.
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The Choice of the Jews under Vichy
Between Submission and Resistance
Adam Rayski, Will Sayers

Summary
In The Choice of the Jews under Vichy, Adam Rayski buttresses his analysis of war-era archival materials with
his own personal testimony. His research in the archives of the military, the Central Consistory of the Jews of
France, the police, and Philippe Pétain demonstrates the Vichy government’s role as a zealous accomplice in the
Nazi program of genocide. He documents the efforts and absence of efforts of French Protestant and Catholic
groups on behalf of their Jewish countrymen; he also explores the prewar divide between French-born and
immigrant Jews, manifested in cultural conflicts and mutual antagonism as well as in varied initial responses to
Vichy’s antisemitic edicts and actions. Rayski reveals how these Jewish communities eventually set aside their
differences and united to resist the Nazi threat.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268040611
Pub Date: 8/15/15
$25.00 USD
Paperback

Contributor Bio
Adam Rayski (1913-2008) left Poland in 1932 for Paris, where he became a full-time journalist working for the
Neie Presse, a leftist Yiddish-language daily newspaper. From July 1941 until the end of World War II he served
as national secretary of the Jewish Section of the French Communist Party and headed the Union des Juifs pour
la Résistance et l'Entraide, in which he played a major part in Jewish survival in France.

408 Pages
History / Holocaust

Sacrifice, Scripture, and Substitution
Readings in Ancient Judaism and Christianity
Ann W. Astell, Sandor Goodhart

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268020385
Pub Date: 6/30/11
$45.00 USD
Paperback
490 Pages
Religion / Ethics
Series: Christianity and
Judaism in Antiquity

This collection of essays focuses on sacrifice in the context of Jewish and Christian scripture and is inspired by
the thought and writings of René Girard. The contributors engage in a dialogue with Girard in their search for
answers to key questions about the relation between religion and violence.The book is divided into two parts.
The first opens with a conversation in which René Girard and Sandor Goodhart explore the relation between
imitation and violence throughout human history, especially in religious culture. It is followed by essays on the
subject of sacrifice contributed by some of the most distinguished scholars in the field, including Bruce Chilton,
Robert Daly, Louis Feldman, Michael Fishbane, Erich Gruen, and Alan Segal. The second part contains essays on
specific scriptural texts (Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac in Genesis 22 and the book of Job in the Jewish tradition,
the Gospel and Epistles in the Christian tradition). The authors explore new ways of applying Girardian analysis
to episodes of sacrifice and scapegoating, demonstrating that fertile ground remains to further our
understanding of violence in the Hebrew and Christian scriptures.

Contributor Bio
Ann W. Astell is professor of theology at the University of Notre Dame.
Sandor Goodhart is associate professor of English and Jewish studies at Purdue University.
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Redefining First-Century Jewish and Christian Identities
Essays in Honor of Ed Parish Sanders
Fabian E. Udoh

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268044534
Pub Date: 9/15/08
$60.00 USD
Hardcover
444 Pages
Religion / Christianity
Series: Christianity and
Judaism in Antiquity

For nearly four decades, E. P. Sanders has been the foremost scholar in shaping and refocusing scholarly
debates in three different but related disciplines in New Testament studies: Second Temple Judaism, Jesus and
the Gospels, and Pauline studies. This collection of essays by an impressive array of colleagues and former
students presents original scholarship that extends—or departs from—the research of Sanders himself. Both
apologists and dissenters find their place in this volume, as the authors actively debate Sanders’s innovative
positions on central issues in all three disciplines. The introductory group of essays includes a substantive
intellectual autobiography by E. P. Sanders himself. The next three parts examine in turn the three areas in
which Sanders made his important contributions. The essays in part 2 engage Sanders's notion of “common
Judaism.” Those in part 3 deal with issues that Sanders raised respecting the historical Jesus and the Gospels.
And the essays in part 4 debate, among other issues, Sanders’s contention that participation in Christ, rather
than justification by faith, is the central theme of Paul’s soteriology. The volume concludes with a bibliography
of Sanders's works.

Contributor Bio

Fabian E. Udoh is on the Faculty of Religious Studies at McGill University in Montreal. He is author of To Caesar
What is Caesar's: Tribute, Taxes, and Imperial Administration in Early Roman Palestine.

Philo's Portrayal of Moses in the Context of Ancient Judaism
Louis H. Feldman

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268159511
Pub Date: 1/17/08
$55.00 USD
Paperback
564 Pages
Literary Collections /
Ancient & Classical
Series: Christianity and
Judaism in Antiquity

Philo's Portrayal of Moses in the Context of Ancient Judaism presents the most comprehensive study of Philo's
De Vita Mosis that exists in any language. Feldman, well known for his work on Josephus and ancient Judaism,
here paves new ground using rabbinic material with philological precision to illuminate important parallels and
differences between Philo's writing on Moses and rabbinic literature. One way in which Hellenistic culture
marginalized Judaism was by exposing the apparent defects in Moses' life and character. Philo's De Vita Mosis is
a counterattack to these charges and is a vital piece of his attempt to reconcile Judaism and Hellenism.
Feldman rigorously examines the text and shows how Philo presents a narrative of Moses's life similar to that of
a mythical divine and heroic figure, glorifying his birth, education, and virtues. Feldman demonstrates that Philo
is careful to explain in a scientific way those portions of the Bible, particularly miracles, that appear incredible
to his skeptical Hellenistic readers. Through Feldman's careful analysis, Moses emerges as unique among
ancient lawgivers.
Philo's Portrayal of Moses in the Context of Ancient Judaism mirrors the organization of Philo's biography of
Moses, which is in two books, the first, in the style of Plutarch, proceeding chronologically, and the second, in
the style of Suetonius, arranged topically. Following an introductory chapter, Feldman's study discusses the life
of Moses chronologically in the second chapter and examines his virtues topically in the third. Feldman
compares the particular features of Philo's portrait of Moses with the way in which Moses is viewed both by
Jewish sources in antiquity (including Pseudo-Philo; Josephus; Graeco-Jewish historians, poets, and
philosophers; and in the Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, Samaritan tradition, Dead Sea Scrolls, and rabbinic
tradition) and by non-Jewish sources, notably the Greek and Roman writers who mention him.

Contributor Bio
Louis H. Feldman is the Abraham Wouk Family Professor of Classics and Literature, Yeshiva University. He is the
author and editor of over sixteen books, including Josephus's Interpretation of the Bible and most recently
Judaism and Hellenism Reconsidered.
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Converts, Heretics, and Lepers
Maimonides and the Outsider
James A. Diamond

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268025922
Pub Date: 11/1/07
$49.00 USD
Paperback
362 Pages
Religion / Judaism

James Diamond's new book consists of a series of studies addressing Moses Maimonides' (1138–1204)
appropriation of marginal figures—lepers, converts, heretics, and others—normally considered on the fringes of
society and religion. Each chapter focuses on a type or character that, in Maimonides' hands, becomes a
metaphor for a larger, more substantive theological and philosophical issue. Diamond offers a close reading of
key texts, such as the Guide of the Perplexed and the Mishneh Torah, demonstrating the importance of
integrating Maimonides' legal and philosophical writings. Converts, Heretics, and Lepers fills an important void
in Jewish studies by focusing on matters of exegesis and hermeneutics as well as philosophical concerns.
Diamond's alternative reading of central topics in Maimonides suggests that literary appreciation is a key to
deciphering Maimonides' writings in particular and Jewish exegetical texts in general.

Contributor Bio

James A. Diamond is the Joseph and Wolf Lebovic Chair of Jewish Studies at the University of Waterloo. He is
the author of Maimonides and the Hermeneutics of Concealment: Deciphering Scripture and Midrash in The
Guide of the Perplexed.

The Triumph of Wounded Souls
Seven Holocaust Survivors' Lives
Bernice Lerner

Summary
The Triumph of Wounded Souls vividly recounts the stories of seven Holocaust survivors who overcame many
obstacles to earn advanced degrees and become college and university professors. As Jews trapped in
Nazi-occupied Europe from 1939 to 1945, these remarkable individuals witnessed and endured terror and
torture. After the war they pursued academic subjects that increased their understanding of the world and gave
them a sense of purpose. Their inspirational accounts demonstrate that despite the worst of circumstances it is
possible to heal with time.

Contributor Bio
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268033651
Pub Date: 3/25/04
$30.00 USD
Paperback

Bernice Lerner is Acting Director of the Center for the Advancement of Ethics and Character and lecturer in the
College of Arts and Sciences at Boston University.

310 Pages
History / Europe
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October 16, 1943/Eight Jews
Giacomo Debenedetti

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268037130
Pub Date: 9/15/01
$24.00 USD
Hardcover
112 Pages
History / Holocaust

For more than fifty years, Giacomo Debenedetti’s October 16, 1943 has been considered one of the best and
most accurate accounts of the shockingly brief and efficient roundup of more than one thousand Roman Jews
from the oldest Jewish community in Europe for the gas chambers of Auschwitz. Completed a year after the
event, Debenedetti’s intimate details and vivid glimpses into the lives of the victims are especially poignant
because Debenedetti himself was there to witness the event, which forced him and his entire family into hiding.
Eight Jews, the companion piece to October 16, 1943, was written in response to testimony about the
Ardeatine Cave Massacres of March 24, 1944. In this essay, Debenedetti offers insights into that grisly horror
and into assumptions about racial equality. Both of these stunning works are appearing together, along with
Alberto Moravia’s preface to Debenedetti’s October 16, 1943, for the first time in an American translation.
October 16, 1943/Eight Jews gives American readers a first glimpse into the extraordinary mind of the man
who was Italy’s foremost critic of twentieth-century literature. In addition to probing the deeper, haunting
questions of the Holocaust, Debenedetti briefly describes the seizure of the Roman Jewish community’s library
of early manuscripts and incunables, the most valuable Jewish library in all of Italy. Following the roundup, this
library was never seen again. Award-winning translator Estelle Gilson offers an additional essay on the history
of the library and modern-day attempts to locate it. October 16, 1943/Eight Jews is a moving work that will
continue to challenge readers long after they have closed its pages.

Contributor Bio
Giacamo Debenedetti (1901-1967) was a professor at the University of Messina and the University of Rome, an
editor at an Italian publishing house, Italy’s foremost critic of twentieth-century literature, and a friend of
leading leftist intellectuals, including Jean-Paul Sartre and Pablo Neruda.

Jews and Christians in Twelfth-Century Europe
Michael A. Signer, John Van Engen

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268032548
Pub Date: 12/31/01
$30.00 USD
Paperback
380 Pages
Religion / Judaism
Series: Notre Dame
Conferences in Medieval
Studies

In the summer of 1096, marauding crusaders attacked Jewish communities in three Rhineland cities. These
violent episodes disrupted what had been a fairly peaceful history of coexistence between Jews and Christians
for more than two centuries. Although the two groups inhabited fundamentally different religious universes,
Jews and Christians lived in the same towns, on the same streets, and pursued their lives with minimal
interference, often with considerable cooperation. However, the events of 1096 caused relations between the
two communities to deteriorate, with Jewish communities suffering as a result. The careful analyses of people,
events, and texts provide a balanced perspective on the fate of twelfth-century Jewish communities. The
contributors reveal considerable evidence that old routines and interactions between Christians and Jews
persisted throughout this volatile period. The essays intentionally highlight areas of common or parallel activity:
in vernacular literature, in biblical exegesis, in piety and mysticism, in the social context of conversion, in
relations with prelates and monarchs, in coping in a time of change, renewal, and upheaval. Most importantly,
the contributors insist on integrating both Jewish and Christian perspectives into the larger history of a very
complex and increasingly urban twelfth-century Europe.

Contributor Bio
Michael A. Signer is Abrams Professor of Jewish Thought and Culture in the Department of Theology at the
University of Notre Dame.
John Van Engen is Professor of History at the University of Notre Dame, editor of The Past and Future of
Medieval Studies (Notre Dame Press, 1994), and author of Devotio Moderna: Basic Writings.
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Evil and Exile
Revised Edition
Elie Wiesel, Michaël de Saint Cheron

Summary
A six-day series of interviews between Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Elie Wiesel and French journalist Philippe de
Saint-Cheron, Evil and Exile probes some of the most crucial and pressing issues facing humankind today.
Having survived the unspeakable evil of the Holocaust, Wiesel remained silent for ten years before dedicating
his life to the memory of this tragedy, witnessing tirelessly to remind an often indifferent world of its potential
for self-destruction. Wiesel offers wise counsel in this volume concerning evil and suffering, life and death,
chance and circumstance. Moreover, the dialogue evokes candid and often surprising responses by Wiesel on
the Palestinian problem, Judeo-Christian relations, recent changes in the Soviet Union as well as insights into
writers such as Kafka, Malraux, Mauriac, and Unamuno.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268027582
Pub Date: 3/15/00
$29.00 USD
Paperback
240 Pages
Religion / Inspirational

Contributor Bio
Elie Wiesel (1928-2016) was a professor emeritus at Boston University, where he was the Andrew W. Mellon
Professor in the Humanities since 1976. His work on behalf of human rights and world peace has earned him
the Nobel Peace Prize (1986), the Presidential Medal of Freedom, and the United States Congressional Gold
Medal, among many other honors. In 1986, Marion and Elie Wiesel established The Elie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity, to advance the cause of world peace by creating a new forum for the discussion of urgent ethical
issues confronting humanity. Wiesel is the author of more than forty books, several of which have won
international awards.
Michaël de Saint Cheron is an archivist with the Museum of France and a well-known author and journalist. The
premier specialist on Elie Wiesel in the French language, Michaël de Saint Cheron is also a member of the
French PEN club and works in the office of the Ile de France regional cultural affairs in Paris.

Memory and History In Christianity and Judaism
Michael A. Signer

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268034603
Pub Date: 11/1/00
$25.00 USD
Paperback

Both Judaism and Christianity are communities bound by rituals of commemoration. At significant moments of
gathering, each community reaffirms its identity in the present by calling to mind images and words from the
past. The rise of modernity, however, has significantly altered the intellectual and social contexts in which Jews
and Christians gather for prayer. During the past hundred years, both groups have been engaged in a creative
dialogue with the historical disciplines, and these conversations have significantly altered their respective
approaches to theological and religious language. Modernity has undermined a naive conjunction between
memory and ritualization and challenged the validity of memory grounded in the authority of divine revelation.
The essays and responses in this important volume reflect a unique effort to respond to the disjunction between
history and memory that has developed in the modern period. They affirm both the difficulty and the
desirability of joining history and memory.

Contributor Bio
A member of Notre Dame's faculty since 1992, Rabbi Signer was a professor of Jewish history at Hebrew Union
College-Jewish Institute of Religion in Los Angeles from 1974 to 1991.

231 Pages
Religion / Comparative
Religion
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Religion and State in the American Jewish Experience
Jonathan D. Sarna, David G. Dalin

Summary
Following a comprehensive historical introduction, Professors Sarna and Dalin present a wide range of primary
source materials articulating the different positions held within the American Jewish community on numerous
past and present church-state issues: including former state Sunday Laws, or "blue laws"; dress code variations
for Orthodox Jews in the military; kosher food for Jewish prisoners; school prayer; public displays of religious
symbols; and whether all religious symbols should be removed from public arenas.
The chapters proceed chronologically, from the colonial period to the present day, giving readers an
understanding of the changes that occurred over several centuries.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268016562
Pub Date: 2/20/97
$35.00 USD
Paperback
352 Pages
Religion / Judaism

This book recovers the divergent voices and opinions of the American Jewish community, revealing that one
single voice on these issues has never been capable of accommodating the rich variety of positions within the
community. By gathering these divergent outlooks in one sourcebook, Sarna and Dalin offer a unique and
well-documented look at a major aspect of being Jewish in America.

Contributor Bio
Jonathan D. Sarna is the Joseph H. and Belle R. Braun Professor of American Jewish History at Brandeis
University. The author of numerous books and articles on the Jewish experience, Sarna's work includes The
American Jewish Experience: A Reader (1986) and The Jews of Boston (1995), which he wrote with Ellen
Smith.
David G. Dalin is a professor of history and politics at Ave Maria University. His work includes American Jews
and the Separationist Faith: The New Debate on Religion in Public Life (1982) and From Marxism to Judaism:
The Collected Essays of Will Herberg (1989).

Life Cycles in Jewish and Christian Worship
Paul F. Bradshaw, Lawrence A. Hoffman

Summary
More than a series of rites of passage through the landmarks of growing up and growing old, Jewish and
Christian life-cycle rituals give the members of each religious tradition theological and ritualized definitions of
what a life should be. In this volume, the fourth in the acclaimed series Two Liturgical Traditions, eight scholars
explore the models of human life implicit in Judaism and Christianity by unraveling and exploring the evolution
and current condition of their life-cycle liturgies. By combining the historical-critical method of traditional
scholarship with that of more recent theory drawn from the human sciences, Life Cycles in Jewish and Christian
Worship provides a novel treatment of Jewish and Christian life cycles, past and present, and is a unique and
invaluable guide to the history, practice, and theology of life-cycle liturgy.

Contributor Bio
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268022181
Pub Date: 8/15/96
$35.00 USD
Paperback
314 Pages
Religion / Comparative
Religion
Series: Two Liturgical
Traditions

Paul F. Bradshaw is professor emeritus of liturgy at the University of Notre Dame.
Lawrence A. Hoffman is Barbara and Stephen Friedman Professor of Liturgy, Worship, and Ritual and director of
the Synagogue 2000 Initiative for synagogue spirituality, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion,
New York. They are co-editors of other books in the Two Liturgical Traditions series, including Passover and
Easter: Origin and History to Modern Times and Passover and Easter: The Symbolic Structuring of Sacred
Seasons (both published by Notre Dame Press, 1999).
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Elie Wiesel
Messenger to All Humanity, Revised Edition
Robert McAfee Brown

Summary
Upon presenting the 1986 Nobel Prize for Peace to Elie Wiesel, Egil Aarvick, chairman of the Norwegian Nobel
Prize Committee, hailed him as "a messenger to mankind--not with a message of hate and revenge but with
one of brotherhood and atonement." Elie Wiesel: Messenger to All Humanity, first published in 1983, echoes
this theme and still affirms that message, a call to both Christians and Jews to face the tragedy of the
Holocaust and begin again.

Contributor Bio
Robert McAfee Brown (1920-2001) was professor of religious studies at Stanford University.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268009205
Pub Date: 3/21/94
$29.00 USD
Paperback
280 Pages
History / Holocaust

Changing Face of Jewish and Christian Worship in North America
Paul F. Bradshaw, Lawrence A. Hoffman

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268007850
Pub Date: 9/30/92
$20.00 USD
Paperback
284 Pages
Religion / Judaism
Series: Two Liturgical
Traditions

Volume 1 of Two Liturgical Traditions, surveyed the origins and growth of Christian and Jewish liturgy from the
first century of the common era until our time. This second volume The Changing Face of Jewish and Christian
Worship in North America, follows up with an examination of the recent revolution in Jewish and Christian
liturgies. The book reflects the particular role of North America in the worldwide experiment in liturgical
renewal. The introductory essay asks what a liturgical tradition is. Part 1 (Liturgical Traditions and Theologies of
"The Other") is a self-conscious reflection on how Jewish and Christian attitudes toward each other have been
expressed in the forms of each tradition's worship. All six of the authors in Part 2 (American Reform or Second
Reformation?) have been intimately involved with current liturgical editing and write first-hand accounts of
what they think they and their colleagues have accomplished in the new Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish
liturgical books. Part 3 (Critiquing Liturgical Reforms) addresses the questions of theology, feminist theory, and
poetics against which the liturgical works themselves must be judged. The conclusion of this volume considers
where our traditions are heading. A reconsideration of liturgical traditions in general against the backdrop of
case studies and critiques, this book re-evaluates the challenges posed to Jews and Christians alike as they
aspire to reshape, yet retain, the liturgical traditions they have inherited.

Contributor Bio
Paul F. Bradshaw is professor emeritus of liturgy at the University of Notre Dame.
Lawrence A. Hoffman is Barbara and Stephen Friedman Professor of Liturgy, Worship, and Ritual and director of
the Synagogue 2000 Initiative for synagogue spirituality, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion,
New York. They are co-editors of other books in the Two Liturgical Traditions series, including Passover and
Easter: Origin and History to Modern Times and Passover and Easter: The Symbolic Structuring of Sacred
Seasons (both published by Notre Dame Press, 1999).
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The Making of Jewish and Christian Worship

Paul F. Bradshaw, Lawrence A. Hoffman

Summary
This volume inaugurates a series celebrating the liturgical and ecumenical breakthrough that has marked the
past several decades. Both Jews and Christians have come to new, even revolutionary, views of worship, not
only how it began but also what it is today. The first volume describes how the liturgies of synagogue and
church were born and how they evolved through the ages. This dual focus on both past and present, by no
means accidental, shows clearly that from a liturgical point of view there is no such thing as purely academic
scholarship. In an age that values tradition even as it criticizes it, the reconstruction of yesterday's liturgical
practice has an impact upon today's spirituality. The idea for Bradshaw's and Hoffman's three-volume series
came from what may have been the first-joint Jewish and Christian conference on liturgy, held at the University
of Notre Dame in June, 1988. The first two volumes of this series contain some of the papers delivered at the
conference itself, and other countributions that were specially written to complement them.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268012083
Pub Date: 12/31/91
$29.00 USD
Paperback
222 Pages
Religion / Comparative
Religion
Series: Two Liturgical
Traditions

Contributors: Paul F. Bradshaw, Lawrence A. Hoffman, Tzvee Zahavy, Marilyn J. S. Chiat and Marchita B. Mauck,
Stefan C. Reif, Eric L. Friedland, John F. Baldovin, S.J., and Susan J. White.

Contributor Bio
Paul F. Bradshaw is professor emeritus of liturgy at the University of Notre Dame.
Lawrence A. Hoffman is Barbara and Stephen Friedman Professor of Liturgy, Worship, and Ritual and director of
the Synagogue 2000 Initiative for synagogue spirituality, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion,
New York. They are co-editors of other books in the Two Liturgical Traditions series, including Passover and
Easter: Origin and History to Modern Times and Passover and Easter: The Symbolic Structuring of Sacred
Seasons (both published by Notre Dame Press, 1999).

The Star of Redemption
Franz Rosenzweig, William W. Hallo

Summary
The Star of Redemption is widely recognized as a key document of modern existential thought and a significant
contribution to Jewish theology in the twentieth century. An affirmation of what Rosenzweig called “the new
thinking,” the work ensconces common sense in the place of abstract, conceptual philosophizing and posits the
validity of the concrete, individual human being over that of “humanity” in general. Fusing philosophy and
theology, it assigns both Judaism and Christianity distinct but equally important roles in the spiritual structure
of the world, and finds in both biblical religions approaches toward a comprehension of reality.

Contributor Bio

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268017187
Pub Date: 8/31/85
$29.00 USD
Paperback

Franz Rosenzweig (1886-1929) studied at the universities of Berlin, Freiburg, and Leipzig. In addition to The
Star of Redemption, he published a two-volume study of Hegel's political philosophy. His collaboration with
Martin Buber on a translation of the Hebrew Bible is considered the finest in German since Martin Luther's.
William W. Hallo (1928-2015) was professor of Assyriology and Babylonian Literature and curator of the
Babylonian collection at Yale University.

464 Pages
Religion / Judaism
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Five Biblical Portraits
Elie Wiesel

Summary
Five Biblical Portraits is a sequel to Elie Weisel's Messengers of God; in this work Elie Wiesel illuminates Joshua,
Saul, Elijah, Jeremiah, and Jonah through sensitive readings of the scriptures as well as the Talmudic and
Hasidic sources. As a sequel to his book, Messengers of God, this work brings ancient religious figures to
literary life and emphasizes the personal struggles within the awesome missions of these men.

Contributor Bio

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268009625
Pub Date: 11/30/81
$25.00 USD
Paperback

Elie Wiesel (1928-2016) was a professor emeritus at Boston University, where he was the Andrew W. Mellon
Professor in the Humanities since 1976. His work on behalf of human rights and world peace has earned him
the Nobel Peace Prize (1986), the Presidential Medal of Freedom, and the United States Congressional Gold
Medal, among many other honors. In 1986, Marion and Elie Wiesel established The Elie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity, to advance the cause of world peace by creating a new forum for the discussion of urgent ethical
issues confronting humanity. Wiesel is the author of more than forty books, several of which have won
international awards.

166 Pages
Religion / Judaism

Four Hasidic Masters and their Struggle against Melancholy
Elie Wiesel

Summary
Portrays four charismatic leaders of the eighteenthand nineteenth-century Hasidic movement in Eastern Europe

Contributor Bio
Elie Wiesel (1928-2016) was a professor emeritus at Boston University, where he was the Andrew W. Mellon
Professor in the Humanities since 1976. His work on behalf of human rights and world peace has earned him
the Nobel Peace Prize (1986), the Presidential Medal of Freedom, and the United States Congressional Gold
Medal, among many other honors. In 1986, Marion and Elie Wiesel established The Elie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity, to advance the cause of world peace by creating a new forum for the discussion of urgent ethical
issues confronting humanity. Wiesel is the author of more than forty books, several of which have won
international awards.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268009472
Pub Date: 8/31/78
$19.00 USD
Paperback
160 Pages
Religion / Judaism
Series: Yusko Ward-Phillips
Lectures in English Language
and Literature
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The University of Notre Dame Press is committed to making our scholarly materials available in a full range of
digital formats—those that currently exist and those that will be developed in the future—to reach a worldwide community of
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